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(54) Title: TAPER CUT EDGE MAT

©
(57) Abstract: A method is provided for installing a multi-layer mat (24) in an exhaust gas aftertreatment or acoustic device. The

o method includes the steps of wrapping the mat (24) around an inner surface of the device along the same plane for at least a com
plete wrap around the inner surface; subsequently wrapping the mat (24) around the already completed wrap such that each of the

o successive wraps of the mat (24) are offset a constant distance from the plane of the previous wrap; a final wrap of the mat (24)
wherein the mat is wrapped along a final plane for at least a complete wrap around the catalyst; and installing the mat (24) in the
device (18) after the wrapping steps.
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TAPER CUT EDGE MAT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001 ] This application claims the benefit of the filing date of U.S. Application

No. 12/894,851 , filed September 30, 2010, which is hereby incorporated by

reference.

FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

[0002] Not Applicable.

MICROFICHE/COPYRIGHT REFERENCE

[0003] Not Applicable.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0004] This invention relates to exhaust gas aftertreatment and/or acoustic

systems and the devices used therein that utilize insulation blankets, batts and mats.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Batts, blankets, and/or mats are utilized in exhaust gas systems in

order to provide heat insulation and/or resilient mounting structure for acoustic and

aftertreatment devices of the system to control the heat exchange to and from the

devices and/or provide a protective mount for a core or other fragile component of

the devices. It is known to place such batts/blankets/mats between adjacent wall
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surfaces of such devices with the material of the batts/blankets/mats being

compressed to provide a desired installed density for the material to help maintain

the batts/blankets/mats in a mounted position via frictional forces between the

batts/blankets/mats and the adjacent wall surfaces. Typically, the adjacent wall

surfaces are defined by a core or other internal component of the device and a can

or housing that surrounds the core or other internal component with the

batt/blanket/mat sandwiched between core/internal component and the can/housing.

[0006] Typically the batt/blanket/mat is wrapped around the core/internal

component and the can/housing is installed by forcing the wrapped core/internal

component into the can/housing causing the batt/blanket/mat to be sandwiched

between the adjacent wall surfaces of the core/internal component and the

can/housing. Often, during the installation process, the frictional forces holding the

batt/blanket/mat in the mounted position cause the ends of the batt/blanket/mat to

displace causing an unsupported corner of the batt/blanket/mat at the ends of the

batt/blanket/mat. In addition, often times during the installation process, the frictional

forces holding the batt/blanket/mat in the mounted position causes the edges of the

batt/blanket/mat to displace such that the edges of the batt/blanket/mat are

unsupported which may make the batt/blanket/mat susceptible to hot gas erosion.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In accordance with one feature of the invention, a method is provided

for installing a mat within an exhaust gas aftertreatment or acoustic device having

two adjacent surfaces. The method includes the steps of wrapping the mat around

one of the two adjacent surfaces along the same plane for at least a complete wrap

around the one of the two adjacent surfaces; subsequently wrapping the mat around

the one of the two adjacent surfaces telescopically such that each successive wrap

of the mat is offset a distance from the plane of the previous wrap; wrapping a final

wrap of the mat wherein the mat is wrapped along a plane generally parallel to the

plane of the first step for at least a complete wrap around the core; compressing the
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mat between the two adjacent surfaces of the device; wherein the compressing step

comprises aligning the offset wraps of the mat as the offset wraps are translated

relative to the other of the two adjacent surfaces.

[0008] According to one feature, the installing method includes installing a mat

so that the mat is compressed between two adjacent surfaces of the device to

achieve a desired predetermined mat profile.

[0009] According to one feature, the initial installing step includes maintaining

the wrap in a constant position relative to the inner surface of the device as the mat

is wrapped about the longitudinal axis of the device.

[0010] According to one feature, the subsequent installing step includes

offsetting the mat a constant distance from the previous edge of the wrap as the mat

is wrapped about the longitudinal axis of the device such that the mat is wrapped

telescopically around the longitudinal axis.

[0011] According to one feature, the subsequent installing step includes

maintaining the wrap in a constant position relative to the inner surface of the device

as the mat is wrapped about the longitudinal axis.

[0012] In accordance with one feature of the invention, a method is provided

for mounting a mat within an exhaust gas aftertreatment or acoustic device having

an inner surface and an outer surface. The method comprises the steps of wrapping

the mat about a longitudinal axis of the device so that the mat remains in a constant

longitudinal position along the longitudinal axis; subsequently wrapping the

mat about the longitudinal axis of the device telescopically such that each

successive wrap of the mat is offset longitudinally from the previous wrap; thereafter

wrapping the mat about the longitudinal axis of the device so that the mat remains in

a constant longitudinal along the longitudinal axis; compressing the mat between the

inner surface and the outer surface of the device.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of an exhaust gas system

employing the invention;

[0014] Fig. 2 is a section view of an exhaust system component employing the

invention from line 2-2 in Fig. 1;

[0015] Fig. 3 is a side elevational view of the exhaust system component as a

mat is wrapped pursuant to the invention;

[0016] Fig. 4 is a top plan view of the exhaust system component of Fig. 3

with one complete wrap of the map pursuant to the invention;

[0017] Fig. 5 is a side elevational view of the exhaust system component with

subsequent offset wraps of the mat pursuant to the invention;

[0018] Fig. 6 is a top plan view of the exhaust system component of Fig. 5

with the subsequent offset wraps;

[0019] Fig. 7 is a side elevational view of the exhaust system component

where the mat has been completely wrapped pursuant to the invention;

[0020] Fig. 8 is a top plan view of the exhaust system component of Fig. 7

where the mat has been completely wrapped pursuant to the invention;

[0021] Fig. 9 is a longitudinal section view of the exhaust system component

of Fig. 8 where the mat has been completely wrapped pursuant to the invention;

[0022] Fig. 0 is a side elevational view of the exhaust system component as

a can/housing is installed pursuant to the invention; and

[0023] Fig. 11 is a longitudinal section view of the exhaust system component

after the can/housing is installed pursuant to the invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0024] An exhaust gas system 10 is shown in Fig. 1 in the form of a diesel

exhaust gas aftertreatment system to treat the exhaust 12 from a diesel combustion

process 14, such as a diesel compression engine 16. The exhaust 12 will typically

contain oxides of nitrogen (NOx) such as nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (N0 2)

among others, particulate matter (PM), hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide (CO), and

other combustion by-products. The system 10 includes one or more exhaust gas

acoustic and/or aftertreatment devices or components 18. Examples of such

devices 18 include catalytic converters, diesel oxidation catalysts, diesel particulate

filters, gas particulate filters, lean NOx traps, selective catalytic reduction monoliths,

burners, manifolds, connecting pipes, mufflers, resonators, tail pipes, emission

control system enclosure boxes, insulation rings, insulated end cones, insulated end

caps, insulated inlet pipes, and insulated outlet pipes, all of any cross-sectional

geometry, many of which are known. As those skilled in the art will appreciate, some

of the foregoing devices 18 are strictly metallic components with a central core 19

through which the exhaust 12 flows, and other of the devices 18 can include a core

19 in the form of a ceramic monolithic structure and/or a woven metal structure

through which the exhaust 12 flows. These devices 18 are conventionally used in

motor vehicles (diesel or gasoline), construction equipment, locomotive engine

applications (diesel or gasoline), marine engine applications (diesel or gasoline),

small internal combustion engines (diesel or gasoline), and stationary power

generation (diesel or gasoline).

[0025] Fig. 2 shows one example of such a device 18 for use in the system 10

in the form of a catalytic unit 20 having a catalytic core 22 with outer surface 23, a

mount mat 24, a cylindrical inner housing or can 26 having an inner surface 27, a

heat insulating blanket or batt 28, and a cylindrical outer housing or jacket 30. The

core 22 will typically be a ceramic substrate 32 having a monolithic structure with a

catalyst coated thereon and will typically have an oval, circular or other non-round

cross section centered on a longitudinal axis 33 with the housing components 26 and
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30 also being cylindrical in shape and centered on the axis 33. The mounting mat 24

is sandwiched between the outer surface 23 of the core 22 and the inner surface 27

of the can 26 to help protect the core 22 from shock and vibrational forces that can

be transmitted from the can 26 to the core 22.

[0026] The heat insulating batt 28 is made of a silica fiber insulation material.

Such material is known and commercially available, with one suitable example being

supplied by BGF Industries, Inc. under the trade name SilcoSoft®, and another

suitable example being supplied by ASGLAWO technofibre GmbH under the trade

name Asglasil®. Such material is typically supplied in rolls, with the individual batts

28 being die cut to the appropriate length and width for the corresponding device 8

after the material has been taken from the roll. Preferably, the batt 28 is sandwiched

or compressed in the annular gap 34 between the outer surface 36 of the can 26 and

the inner surface 38 of the housing 30. This provides sufficient frictional

engagement between the batt 28 and the surfaces 36 and 38 to suitably maintain the

batt 28 in its desired location. It should be appreciated that while the batt 28 is

shown being compressed in the annular gap 34 between the cylindrical can 26 and

housing 30, the batt 28 could be compressed between other adjacent surfaces of a

device, including for example, a pair of planar adjacent surfaces, a pair of non-planar

adjacent surfaces, a pair of conical adjacent surfaces, or any other pair of adjacent

surfaces that can be found in acoustic or aftertreatment devices for exhaust systems.

[0027] Typically the mounting mat 24 is made of a heat resistant and shock

absorbing-type material, such as a mat of glass fibers or rock wool. Such material is

typically supplied in rolls, with the individual mounting mat 24 being slit and then cut

to the appropriate length and width to define laterally spaced side edges 48, 50 for

the corresponding device 18 after the material has been taken from the roll. The

side edges 48 and 50 bound the extended surfaces 53 of the mat 24. Preferably, the

mounting mat 24 is compressed between the inner surface 27 of the can 26 and the

outer surface 23 of the core 22 in order to generate a desired holding force via

frictional engagement with the adjacent surfaces 23 and 27.
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[0028] Referring to Figs. 3 & 4 , pursuant to the instant invention, the first step

in installing the mounting mat 24 consists of wrapping the mat 24 about the

longitudinal axis 33 of the core 22 so that the mat 24 remains in a constant

longitudinal position along the longitudinal axis 33 for at least a complete wrap

around the core 22 which allows the mat 24 to evenly set and anchor across the

outer surface 23 of the core 22. This first wrap 42 is accomplished by wrapping the

mat 24 around the outer surface 23 of core 22 transverse to the longitudinal axis 33

so that the mat 24 is wrapped along a plane (shown by dashed line 43) and is in a

constant position relative to the core 22 with the edges 48, 50 of the mat 24 being

perpendicular to longitudinal axis 33. Figures 3 and 4 show the mounting mat 24,

after the first step of rolling the mat around the outer surface 23 of the core 22.

[0029] Referring to Figs. 5 & 6 , subsequent to the first wrap, the mat 24 is

thereafter wrapped about the longitudinal axis 33, telescopically so that each

successive wrap 44 of the mat 24 is offset a predetermined distance 40 from the

plane of the previous wrap 44. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6 , the instant embodiment

contains three successive wraps 44. It will be appreciated that the structural

properties of the mounting mat 24 make it flexible enough to accomplish the flexing

associated with mounting the mat 24 telescopically as described. The offset

distance 40 is determined based upon the required parameters of the device 0 so

that the edges 48 and 50 of the mounting mat 24 in each wrap 44 align in the same

plane once the can 26 is installed as described below.

[0030] Referring to Figures 7 and 8 , the final outer wrap 46 of the mounting

mat 24 consists of wrapping the mat 24 about the longitudinal axis 33 so that the mat

24 remains in a constant longitudinal position along the longitudinal axis 33 for at

least a complete wrap around the core 22 which allows the mat 24 to evenly set and

anchor across the inner surface 27 of the can 26 once the can 26 is installed as

described below. The final wrap 46 is accomplished by wrapping the mat 24 around

the previously wrap 44 of the mat 24 transverse to the longitudinal axis 33 so that the

mat 24 is wrapped along a plane parallel to the plane 43.
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[0031] Figure 9 shows a cut away of the core 22 and mat 24 before it is

installed into the can 26 (not shown). Preferably, the edges 48, 50 of the mat 24 are

beveled or cut at a predetermined angle 5 1 to enable the edges 48, 50 of the mat 24

to be generally planar and normal to the axis 33 once the mat is installed into the can

26 as described below. The angle 5 1 will be determined based upon the parameters

of the specific system and use such as, for example, the specific mat material, the

thickness of the mat material, the number of mat wraps, and the desired installed

mat density. While the beveling of the edges is preferred, in some applications it

may be desirable to forego the beveling and leave the edges 48, 50 square with the

extended surfaces of the mat 24.

[0032] Referring to Figures 10 and 11, once the mounting mat, 24 has been

wrapped around the core 22 pursuant to the instant invention, the mounting mat 24

is preferably sandwiched or compressed between the outside surface 23 of core 22

and the inside surface 27 of the can 26. Typically the mounting mat 24 is installed

by forcing the mounting mat 24 and core 22 into the can 26 by forcing the length of

the mounting mat 24 and core 22 into the can 26 causing a friction fit between the

mounting mat 24 and the can 26 as illustrated by arrows 52, 54.

[0033] During this process the mounting mat 24, un-telescopes as the can 26 is

pushed over the mounting mat 24 allowing for a uniform slip of the mounting mat 24

over the core 22. As shown in Figure 10, this results in a mounting mat 24 which is

evenly installed across the same plane over the core 22 without excess mounting

mat 24 material loose and hanging over the edges 48, 50 of the mounting mat 24 in

the axial direction. In addition, during the installation process, the angle 5 1 of the

side edges 48, 50 is eliminated so that the entire combination of side edges 48, 50

are generally planar along the entire radius of the rolled mat 24.

[0034] For illustrative purposes, the core 22, as shown in Figures 3 - 10, and

the can 26 as shown in Figure 10 are both shown as extending past the edges 48,

50 of the mat 24. It will be appreciated that the respective lengths of the core 22 and

can 26 can differ and will be determined by the individual application.
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[0035] It should be appreciated that while the mounting mat 24 is shown being

compressed between the cylindrical can 26 and core 22, the mounting mat 24 could

be compressed between other adjacent surfaces of a device, including for example,

a pair of planar adjacent surfaces, a pair of non-planar adjacent surfaces, a pair of

conical adjacent surfaces, or any other pair of adjacent surfaces that can be found in

acoustic or aftertreatment devices for exhaust systems. In addition, it should be

understood that as used herein and in the claims, the steps described in relation to

the mounting mat 24 can equally be applied to installing a batt, blanket or other

similar device in an acoustic or aftertreatment device such as the batt 28.

Furthermore, it should be understood that the terms batt, blanket and mat are used

interchangeably herein and in the claims, with the term "mat" intended to include a

"batt" or "a blanket".

[0036] It should also be appreciated that while the invention has been

described herein in connection with a diesel combustion process in the form of a

diesel compression engine 16, the invention may find use in devices that are utilized

in exhaust gas systems for other types of combustion processes, including other

types of internal combustion engines, including, for example, internal combustion

engines that use gasoline or other alternative fuels.
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CLAIMS

1. A method of installing a mat within an exhaust gas

aftertreatment or acoustic device having two adjacent surfaces, the mat having

laterally spaced side edges, the method comprising the steps of:

tapering each side edge of the mat at a predetermined angle;

wrapping the mat around the one of the two adjacent surfaces telescopically

such that each successive wrap of the mat is offset a distance from the plane of the

previous wrap;

compressing the mat between the two adjacent surfaces of the device;

wherein the compressing step comprises aligning the offset wraps of the mat

as the offset wraps are translated relative to the two adjacent surfaces such that

when the compressing step is complete, each side edge of the mat substantially

planar to each other.

2 . The method of claim 1 wherein a first wrap consists of wrapping the

mat around one of the two adjacent surfaces along the same plane for at least a

complete wrap around the one of the two adjacent surfaces.

3 . The method of claim 2 wherein a final wrap of the mat consists of

wrapping the mat along a plane generally parallel to the plane of the first wrap for at

least a complete wrap around the one of the two adjacent surfaces.

4 . The method of claim 1 wherein the one of two adjacent surfaces is

defined by a core of the device and the other of the two adjacent surfaces is defined

by a housing of the device.

5 . The method of claim 1 wherein the two adjacent surfaces are

cylindrical surfaces.
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6 . A method of installing a mat within an exhaust gas aftertreatment or

acoustic device having two adjacent surfaces, the mat having laterally spaced side

edges, the method comprising the steps of:

tapering the side edges of the mat at a predetermined angle;

installing the mat so that the mat encircles one of the two adjacent surfaces of

the device for at least one complete wrap around the one of the two adjacent

surfaces wherein the mat encircles the one of two adjacent surfaces along the same

plane;

subsequently wrapping the mat around the one of two adjacent surfaces such

that each successive wrap of the mat is increasingly offset from the first wrap;

a final wrapping of the mat wherein the mat is wrapped along a plane

generally parallel to the plane of the first wrap;

compressing the mat between the two adjacent surfaces of the device.

7 . The method of claim 6 wherein the compressing step comprises

aligning the offset wraps of the mat as the offset wraps are translated relative to the

two adjacent surfaces.

8 . The method of claim 6 wherein the one of two adjacent surfaces is

defined by a core of the device and the other of the two adjacent surfaces is defined

by a housing of the device.

9 . The method of claim 8 wherein the initial wrap and the final wrap

comprises wrapping the mat around the core 360° to 370°.
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10. A method of mounting a mat within an exhaust gas aftertreatment or

acoustic device having an inner surface and an outer surface, the mat having

laterally spaced side edges, the method comprising the steps of:

tapering the side edges of the mat at a predetermined angle;

wrapping the mat about the longitudinal axis of the device telescopically such

that each successive wrap of the mat is offset longitudinally from the previous wrap;

compressing the mat between the inner surface and the outer surface of the

device.

11. The method of claim 10 wherein a first wrap consists of wrapping the

mat about a longitudinal axis of the device so that the mat remains in a constant

longitudinal position along the longitudinal axis.

12. The method of claim 0 wherein a final wrap consists of wrapping the

mat about the longitudinal axis of the device so that the mat remains in a constant

longitudinal position along the longitudinal axis.

13. The method of claim 10 wherein the compressing step comprises

aligning the offset wraps of the mat as the mat is translated relative to the inner

surface and the outer surface.

14. The method of claim 10 wherein the inner surface and outer surface

are cylindrical.
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